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☠☢ Thought & Prayers Putin. Your fiber optic MTSS
plan for a closed RU civilian / military internet will be
delayed indefinitely. The AS 12 Losharik, nuclear sub,
caught fire killing 14. Some survivors are being treated for
poisoning. cc @MingGao26

Russia’s new military internet to be supported by Arctic cable
A several thousand kilometer long fiber optic cable is to be laid along the Russian
Arctic coast as part of the Armed Forces’ building of a new closed internet.

https://thebarentsobserver.com/en/civil-society-and-media/2019/03/russias-new-military…

💥The thawing Arctic due to global warming presents an attractive sea cable route. A

sub trans-Arctic cable cuts the distance between Asia and Europe by 40%. The

shorter the physical cable distance, the lower the latency - total round-trip data

transmission time.💥
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🔥Wondering why I tweeted this morning about murdered journalist Daphne

Galizia⁉nuclear spy subs, optic fiber cables, passport fraud, EB-5 visas and money

laundering are all connected to transnational organized crime...
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A Russian who bought a Maltese citizenship, Pavel 
Melnikov, is charged w money laundering. His real estate 
company #AiristonHelmi purchased strategically significant real 
estate near fiber optic cables on an archipelago tip 
@SilverSilverBlu twitter.com/mcaruanagalizi…

Matthew Caruana Galizia @mcaruanagalizia
The “Maltese citizen” using his EU passport to run this money 
laundering racket is Melnikov Pavel Eduardovich — Maltese ID card 
number 385315L. His name appears in the Malta government gazette 
of 19 August 2016. yle.fi/uutiset/osasto…

152 10:59 AM - Oct 15, 2018
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🔥Buying access to undersea fiber optic cables...
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 Putin, рissеd that RU Pavel Melnikov was discovered money 
laundering and building a secret Russian military base in a 
Finland archipelago by murdered Journalist, Daphne Galizia’s 
son, has decided to spoof GPS controls on NATO drill flights  
@ABEAUBE businessinsider.com.au/finland-norway…

152 4:06 AM - Nov 11, 2018

203 people are talking about this

Finland and Norway are telling airline pilots to be ready to fly …
Disruptions to Global Positioning System signals have been reported
in northern Norway and Finland this month, overlapping with the final
businessinsider.com.au

💥And... in Alaska, Russian oligarch Blavatnik is involved in Fiber optic cables...💥
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This undersea cable deal in AK is DIRTY Marcia Davis 
steered investment by Calista to Quintillion when she was 
Calista’s lawyer AND ran a money laundering op for a PAC that 
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got Gov Walker elected, then became his dep. chief of staff.  
@ThomasS4217 mustreadalaska.com/high-crime-qui…

62 3:22 PM - Jan 7, 2019
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High crime: Quintillion former exec now charged with wire fra…
QUINTILLION’S TIES RAN THROUGH GOV. WALKER’S OFFICE
[…]
mustreadalaska.com

🤔@Cloudflare says bad software deployment is to blame for today’s outage...

perhaps next time it will be due to RU interfering w fiber optic cables⁉

Curaçao and Djibouti - two new Cloudflare data centers located where …
Cloudflare has just turned up two new datacenters (numbers 108 and 109). Both
are around halfway between the Tropic of Cancer and the Equator.

https://blog.cloudflare.com/curacao-and-djibouti/

Today’s internet interruption via @Cloudflare is a good time to realize how a small

issue can cause major problems. Now consider an attack on fiber optic cables- the

skeleton of the Internet.
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☠ ☢ Now,about those RU submarine survivors being treated for poisoning... RU

Defense Ministry revealed the 14 sailors died Monday "as a result of inhaling

combustion products”. Or could it be that radiation was release in the Murmansk

region⁉

Trans-Arctic cable to go via Murmansk
A Trans-Arctic fiber optic line connecting Tokyo and London is planned to go
through Murmansk.

https://barentsobserver.com/en/business/trans-arctic-cable-go-murmansk

http://militaryrussia.ru/blog/topic-543.html

☢If Losharik suffered a fire, one of the immediate questions is whether or not their

nuclear reactors were ever in danger and what their status is
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• • •

☢Very unfortunate timing for the new Head of The Russian Navy, Admiral Nikolai

Evmenov, appointed by Putin on May 8, 2019...
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